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eeping students, teachers, and staff
safe and healthy in schools is always
a concern, but even more so in the
era of a pandemic’s influence. Architects
are being tasked to address how to keep
schools clean, well ventilated, and healthy.
Doing so has ripple effects on other parts
of school design too. Some of these effects
include impacts on how students, teachers,
and visitors are safely separated or allowed to
work in enclosed spaces. Other impacts come
from allowing more fresh air and better

ventilation, all while still meeting the need
for controlling the use of energy in school
buildings. Then there are concerns about
keeping surfaces clean and addressing nonclassroom spaces, including rest rooms and
locker rooms, corridors, entrances, assembly
spaces, gymnasiums, cafeterias, food service
areas, staff areas, nurses’ offices, and clinical
spaces. This course looks at some of the ways
that these issues of health and safety are
being balanced with school operations and
energy performance.
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Schools are facing new
challenges related to
health and safety, which
architects are rising to
meet in appropriate
and sustainable ways.
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Learning Objectives
After reading this article, you should
be able to:
1. Identify recommended approaches
using operable glass walls for the
design of classrooms that address
airborne infectious diseases in schools.
2. Assess some of the common options
available to provide enhanced HVAC
systems that can protect human health
while also addressing energy concerns.
3. Explain the importance of selecting
products for interior surfaces that are
hygienic, easy to clean, and durable
for the safety and health of school
occupants.
4. Determine ways to incorporate the
design principles presented into
school buildings as shown in case
studies.
To receive AIA credit, you are required to
read the entire article and pass the test.
Go to ce.architecturalrecord.com for
complete text and to take the test for free.
AIA COURSE #K2101D
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Flexible classrooms that use opening glass walls can connect directly to the exterior when
open, providing ventilation and access to outdoor programming, while also still providing
daylight and views when closed.

DESIGNING SAFER SCHOOLS

Schools have received a lot of attention during
the COVID-19 pandemic, and appropriately
so. Bringing large groups of students, teachers,
and staff together on a daily basis and then
having them return to their own households
has been well understood as a recipe for
spreading diseases. The response in many
locations has been to use technology as the
answer, fostering a surge of online teaching
and learning. However, that has not proven to
be an effective solution for many, as access to
computers and the internet is not equal across
different socio-economic levels of society.
Teachers and parents have also weighed in
with concerns about the differences between
the online learning experience and the inperson/in-building experience.
The American Institute of Architects (AIA)
quickly recognized that there are changing
needs not only in the ways that school buildings are now being operated but also designed
and renovated. As a result, during 2020, AIA
established a team of architects, public health
experts, engineers, and facility managers to
assess and prepare the built environment
for reopening during outbreak cycles of the
pandemic. Ultimately, a report was issued
titled “Reopening America: Strategies for Safer
Schools,” which is available for free online at
www.aia.org. This AIA report, as we will refer
to it throughout this course, first identifies the
basic health issues and some operational actions that could be considered. From there, the
focus turns to physical issues in a wide variety
of different types of rooms and spaces typically
found in school buildings. One of the spaces
discussed in detail is the classroom.
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Flexible Classroom Spaces
Perhaps the biggest impact of protecting
people from spreading disease related to
school design is the need to spread students
further apart from each other. Fundamentally, this means more square footage is needed per student and perhaps per
classroom. Some school administrators have
addressed this by staggering students so that
only a portion of each class meets in a classroom at one time; the remainder meets at
another time after the classroom is cleaned.
This has worked in some locations but
clearly requires a lot of effort and coordination to be effective.
An alternative approach is recommended
by the AIA report based on allowing classrooms to be opened up so they are combined
with either another classroom or with a
common space. In this way, the number
of students in a classroom can be maintained so full classes can be taught together.
Depending on the individual circumstances,
some scheduling adjustments may still be required, but if the adjacent space is not being
used for other activities, then this may work
quite well. The means to accomplish this
approach is found in recommendation 3.2.2
of the AIA report, which states: “Increase
floor area by opening movable partitions.”
In schools, such a movable partition or operable wall incorporates glass so that views,
daylight, and visibility can be maintained
or controlled. When the operable walls are
open, the classroom space is larger, desks
can be spread apart, and everyone in the
classroom can have a reduced risk of infection as a result.

Similarly, in locations where the weather
and climate are favorable, the AIA report
makes two specific recommendations for
classrooms: “(3.3.5) Utilize natural daylight
where possible, and (3.6.1) Utilize operable windows for outside air intake if possible.” Operable glass walls can allow these
measures to be incorporated as well. When
opened fully or even partly, ventilation is
increased into the classrooms, again helping
to reduce the risk of infection and disease being spread. When the operable glass walls are
closed, they create the appropriate weather
barrier as part of the building enclosure but
still allow for daylight and views into the
classrooms. Specifying operable glass walls
that are shown to perform well in terms of
energy conservation along with their daylight
and views capability means that they can
be effective components of a school project
that is intended to be green and sustainable.
If the flex space also means an overall lower
footprint, as it often does, then the design
can actually reduce the building square footage and achieve the related energy and cost
savings associated with that reduction.
In the exterior approach of opening to the
outdoors, operable glass walls can become a
tool for enhanced learning. In fact, the AIA
report recommends to “(3.1.3) provide outdoor programming spaces” both as a learning
enhancement and a means to help reduce
infection risk by being outdoors. In the interior approach of flexible spaces, the ability for
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Large communal spaces in schools can
benefit from operable glass walls that allow
the safety of separation into smaller spaces
while still offering the flexibility to open
back up when needed or appropriate.
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Project: East Elementary School
Location: Lubbock, Texas
Architect: Parkhill, Smith & Cooper (PSC)
The Project: Needing to expand its existing schools and add
new facilities, the Lubbock-Cooper Independent District in
northwest Texas has been building 21st century schools that
enable collaboration, both in terms of flexible groupings of
students and teamwork by teachers. Much of the design work
for the district has been done by Parkhill, Smith & Cooper
(PSC), an architectural firm with deep roots in the development
of 21st century schools. PSC was one of seven companies that
helped develop a modern school specification for the U.S.
Department of Defense Education Activity (DODEA), which
operates 160 schools associated with U.S. military bases located
in 11 countries, seven states, and two territories. Concepts
developed there have transferred into the public sector and are
the heart of the 21st century school movement.
The Planning Process: According to PSC’s Michael Strain,
AIA, project architect for East Elementary, design of the
school was approached not simply as a building but as “a
tool for learning, a tool for teachers and students to do what
they need to do as well.” The design process was highly
collaborative, with a select group of teachers from the district
working with PSC over a period of two and a half months of
interviews, exercises, tours at other campuses, and architects
sitting in at school to observe the teaching style.
“Over the course of my career,” remarks District
Superintendent Keith Bryant, “a lot of teachers have told me,
‘If I could just knock that wall down so I could collaborate with
my fellow teachers, I could get so much more done and make
learning so much more relevant.’ So, we began design with
that in mind.”
The Design: “The goal was that every inch of the building
would be able to be used as a teaching tool,” Bryant says.
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FLEXIBLE SPACE CASE STUDY: THE CONVERTIBLE SCHOOL

He supervised the 2018 creation of East Elementary School
and its ground-up design with the overarching goal of
providing educators as much flexibility as possible. Central
to this strategy was the use of a series of interior moveable
glass walls that allow learning spaces of an entire gradelevel to be reconfigured on the fly, facilitating creativity and
collaboration for both students and teachers. The resulting
school, says Bryant, “has expanded the opportunities beyond
what we expected.”
Architect Michael Strain explains that the plan organizes
each grade level into a “neighborhood,” with six classrooms
grouped around a central hub. “We call them neighborhoods
because we want them to feel like family units.” The glass
walls that separate each class from the hub can be easily
folded back to join that classroom to the central. The walls
between classrooms can also be opened, allowing numerous
configurations of one, two, three, or more classes connecting,
maximizing the space available and transforming what are
essentially hallways into additional learning spaces.
The visibility provided by the glass walls has a benefit
to instructors, points out Michael Strain. “We design our
neighborhoods to make sure a teacher can see everything in
that neighborhood from their classroom. Teachers like that
visibility.” It is part of the security design of the school, so
teachers can see anything happening in the corridor before
it reaches their classrooms. East Elementary has five layers
of physical security between the front entrance and any
neighborhood. The operable wall is a sixth security layer, and
there is a retreat closet in each classroom.
The Results: East Elementary was the first entirely new
school that the district built using the 21st century school
model, but it was preceded by additions and renovations
in other schools, where numerous movable walls were
employed. Movable glass walls have been key to the physical
realization of the design concept and success of the schools.
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teachers to collaborate or combine their classrooms directly with activities in an adjacent
space allows for more variety and creativity in
the teaching and learning process. It also allows
resources to be shared and used more efficiently through the course of the school day. All of
these approaches are allowing architects to look
at more options in classroom design.
Controlled Isolation
A second realization regarding schools and
health is the need, in some cases, to make spaces
smaller to isolate students, teachers, or visitors.
Some of this is driven by the general health
guidelines to avoid large group gatherings.
Hence, larger communal spaces in schools are either being underutilized or avoided, or they can
be broken temporarily into smaller spaces. This
view is being reinforced by administrators and
teachers who are indicating that they are trying
to change large rooms into smaller classrooms
but would like the flexibility to open the spaces
back to their original size in the future. In these
cases, operable glass walls can provide a solution
as well. They can be installed to break up large
areas when needed and then fold or slide back
out of the way when not required. Designing this
flexibility into new school buildings allows for
optimizing the ways that this is done. Nonetheless, it is possible to retrofit school buildings very
successfully with operable glass walls for this
purpose as well.
In other cases, there may be a need to
directly isolate or quarantine students at risk
or to separate any visitors to the school from
students and staff. The AIA report addresses
nurses’ offices or clinic areas directly in this
regard. It suggests that not only should social
distancing be practiced, but temporary spaces
may also need to be created. Specifically, the
recommendations include: “1) Identifying a
space to temporarily and comfortably isolate
a symptomatic student or staff member that is
separated from non-symptomatic occupants,
including students who need to obtain other
medical care; 2) Creating a self-contained
medical room just outside the main school
facility; and 3) Establishing a “nurse’s zone”
treatment area and integrating minimum social
distancing between resting cots and using
privacy curtains between beds.”
In these situations, operable glass walls can
be used to address all of these needs. They can
be installed in an existing space to separate
and isolate people when needed and then
opened back up when a larger space is more
appropriate. This approach is clearly useful all
of the time, regardless of the disease or condition that is being protected against. Therefore,
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Variable refrigerant flow (VRF) heating and cooling systems are available in different sizes
and configurations for schools, providing greater design flexibility, more precise comfort
control, and quiet operation.

retrofitting or including such a flexible nurse/
clinic area into a school will provide a welldesigned solution for limiting the spread of
disease for the full life of the school building.
This approach can also be less costly than
constructing permanent partitions with
doors, etc., so it is worthy of consideration on
several fronts.
IMPROVED HVAC SYSTEMS

All discussions of wellness in today’s buildings usually include a focus on HVAC systems.
In fact, the AIA report identifies one of the
commonly recognized risks as “aerosolized
transmission of virus droplets.” Hence, the
report goes on to recommend “recommissioning and enhancing ventilation systems.” Attention to these systems should include the ways
in which the building is heated and cooled as
well as how it is ventilated. Furthermore, the
energy use impacts of these systems is always
critical in school buildings, so this factor plays
a critical part as well.
With the above in mind, we look at two
types of HVAC systems that are relevant.
Variable Refrigerant Flow
(VRF) Systems
While schools have incorporated many different types of heating and cooling systems,
considerable success has been found in recent
years by using variable refrigerant flow (VRF)
systems. VRF systems move conditioned
refrigerant directly to the zone requiring heating or cooling, allowing the temperature of
that area to be more precisely controlled. They
can simultaneously cool some zones while
heating others or just provide conditioning
to zones that are in use. VRF systems provide
educational buildings with efficient, personalized comfort and can meet the needs of a wide
variety of spaces within schools: classrooms,
lecture halls, administrative offices, athletic
facilities, and others. The quiet operation of

Ventilation equipment used in schools can
include dedicated outdoor air systems
(DOAS) or energy-recovery ventilators
(ERVs) with the capability to provide energy
efficiency and highly filtered air.

VRF systems also makes them ideal for environments like libraries and classrooms where
students need to focus on their studies.
There are a range of product types and
sizes available that can be used to suit
the needs of different school buildings
or even different parts of a larger facility.
Manufacturers offer a variety of indoor units
that can be discreetly located without the
need for ducting. On the exterior, compressor units can be air-source or water-source
heat pumps that optimize energy usage
through very high efficiency. They can be
designed to operate in a zoned manner as
an energy-efficient method of providing
improved comfort control to indoor environments. Zones can be defined as single- or
multiple-room spaces that are conditioned
to a set temperature and operated independently from other rooms within the same
structure. This allows facility managers
to control multiple zones or defined areas
within a building independently (instead of
the full building all at once).
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Location: Gladwell, New Jersey
Architect: Farewell Architects
Engineer: Loring Consulting Engineers
The Project: The Willow School has a proud history of green
building. In 2002, it built the first LEED Gold certified school building
in the United States, and in 2007, the first LEED Platinum certified
school building in New Jersey. Ever the pioneer, it wanted to up
the ante for its new Health, Wellness, and Nutrition Center. This
20,000-square-foot building contains four classrooms, a faculty
room, a movement area, a dining room, a commercial kitchen,
health/wellness spaces, and a teaching kitchen—which further
support the curriculum and mission of the school. Mark and
Gretchen Biedron co-founded the Willow School. Mark Biedron
commented on the thinking and process involved, stating, “With this
project, we were focused on taking the Living Building Challenge
(LBC). Being a ‘living building’ means, among other things, that
everything in the building is 100 percent (solar-powered) electric.”
The Design: Michael Farewell, head designer at Farewell
Architects, Princeton, New Jersey, was one of several professionals
called in to meet this challenge. He designed the foundation of
Willow’s energy efficiency: a high-performance envelope that he
described as “a combination of effective machinery, where all of the
energy is generated by solar panels on the roof. It is a whole package
that saves energy without having to use any.”
Given the generated energy, it is no surprise that Biedron and
his team compared an electric geothermal system and electric
variable refrigerant flow (VRF) system to determine which would best
meet Willow’s sustainability goals. Nitish Joy of Loring Consulting
Engineers in Princeton was the lead mechanical engineer on the
project. He said the selection process included “comparative data
projections for each system [geothermal versus VRF] as paired
with the super-insulated envelope. VRF was well ahead on net-zero
efficiency.” Vin Farese, principal at Loring, noted that VRF solved an
additional challenge: “As the LBC prohibited the use of fossil fuels in
the building, the commercial kitchen had to be electric. That drove
Willow toward selecting high-efficiency, electric heat pumps and
using photovoltaic [panels] to offset the energy used.”
The inclusion of energy-recovery ventilation (ERV) units
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HVAC CASE STUDY: THE WILLOW SCHOOL

is another way that Willow has been able to further eliminate
inefficiencies. When agreeable conditions make natural ventilation
favorable—including having outdoor temperatures between
65 and 80 degrees Fahrenheit—a controls system prompts
teachers and students to open classroom windows for outside air.
Otherwise, the ERVs enable this new building to recover energy
from exhaust air to simultaneously cool or heat outside ventilation
air as it enters the building.
Learning from Design: Willow’s exceptional efficiency is easily
illustrated inside the building’s Energy Gallery, where a touch-screen
interface toggles between data from all energy systems inside the
high-performance envelope. Biedron says, “We had to remain net
zero or net positive. With solar panels and the electric systems, we
were able to achieve this. A conventional facility built to code uses
between 100–150 kBtu per square foot per year—but this building
uses only 21 kBtu per square foot per year, including our commercial
kitchen. If you remove the kitchen, it uses 15 kBtu per square foot
per year. When people look at this building, they are looking at one
of the most energy-efficient buildings in the country.”
Although the electric VRF systems can be conveniently stored
in a space no bigger than a closet, Biedron wants their presence to
be known. “Each of the classroom units is housed in a small closet
at the back of the room. Indoor units for Think Spaces are in the
Mezzanine, and condensers are on a concrete pad outside. We do
not want to hide our units; in fact, we really try to open them up so
anyone can come up and see them. We also have a whole page on
our master touchscreen that shows the efficiency of our system so
we can show people and inform them about VRF,” Biedron says.
The Results: In addition to this project earning LBC
certification, Biedron is most enthusiastic about Willow being
recognized as a Green Ribbon School. “We win so many awards
for how green we are, but we also want to make sure that we are
showcasing that same awareness for our academic rigor,” he says.
The U.S. Department of Education introduced the Green Ribbon
Program to recognize schools that provide strong academics and
work to reduce environmental impact and improve the health of
students and staff. Biedron says, “It is really the responsibility of
the educational community to teach children how the planet works,
why that is important, and how to use energy efficiently.
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Ventilation Systems
Coupled with heating and cooling systems,
ventilation of school buildings is required
by the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) minimum standard
for ventilation rates per Standard 62.1-2010.
Proper ventilation in schools is a priority
but is escalated further during times of
viral outbreaks. Other ASHRAE guidelines
specific to schools address daily air flushing, temperature ranges (68–78 degrees
Fahrenheit), and relative humidity in
rooms (between 40–60 percent).
Ventilation systems are commonly
installed separately from heating and
cooling systems. However, manufacturers may provide both types of equipment,
which is preferable for initial design,
pricing, and installation. Using a single
manufacturer for all equipment streamlines ongoing service and maintenance
as well. Ventilation systems need to be
ducted to move air and are designed to
exhaust air from inside the building and
replace it with fresh air from the outside.
Removing the conditioned air and replacing it with unconditioned outside air
requires energy to ensure that the proper
temperature and/or humidity level is
met. As such, with high volumes of air
brought in for conditioning, it is critical
that ventilation equipment operates in an
energy-efficient manner.
With the above understanding, there
are two major types of commercial
ventilation systems that need to be kept
in mind:
• Dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS):
As a premier solution for conditioning
outside air for commercial buildings,
DOAS is designed to handle up to
100 percent outdoor air. This type of
product offers premium features that
can be ideal for handling ventilation
air, particularly when coupled with
VRF systems.
• Energy-recovery ventilators (ERVs):
The ability to exhaust indoor air and
precondition incoming outside air is
the primary role of an ERV. The technology to do this varies a bit between
manufacturers, but some are based on
using a low-maintenance, cross-f low
core that prevents the inbound air
and exhaust air from intermingling.
Essentially, this means that the exhausting air passes through multiple
chambers with a high surface area,
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while the incoming air passes by the
other sides of those chambers to pick
up or release heat. The result is that the
incoming air is partly conditioned by
the outgoing air, thus decreasing the
heating and cooling load of the spaces.
Air Filtration
All ventilation systems are compatible
with air filters to capture and remove
particles in the air. Such filters are
categorized based on their minimum efficiency reporting values (MERV). While
the minimum MERV rating is 8, a filter
with a MERV rating of 9–12 is expected
to capture particles of one micrometer or
larger, which includes most dust and common pollutants. A MERV rating of 13–16
is considered hospital-level air quality and
capable of capturing very small particles,
including those that are hazardous to
human health. ASHRAE guidelines note
that schools should install MERV 13 filters
or higher for optimal student wellness.
Where airborne viruses are a concern, it is
advisable to specify up to MERV 16 filters.
Both VRF and its ventilation offerings
(DOAS, ERVs) are available in compact
units that allow f lexibility in design.
Certain models also do not require the
addition of dampers and adapters. These
high-performing systems can offer educational facilities both high indoor air quality and optimal energy use. This all makes
it easier to coordinate the rest of the building with these systems and still achieve the
desired aesthetic. For architects, VRF systems with ERVs mean f lexibility in design,
quiet operation, and the ability to modify
the systems as needs change during the
design or life cycle of the building.
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DURABLE, CLEAN SURFACES

It is clear that the threat of virus transmission via airborne aerosols or particles has
been a primary focus of the means to protect
people from infection. In addition to direct
airborne transfer, however, the AIA report
has also identified the risk of “virus transmission through contact of shared surfaces.”
Since airborne particles could land on any
surface or since infected people could touch
or sneeze and cough anywhere, it makes
sense that the AIA report recommends that
“all contact surfaces should be considered.”
What does this mean as a practical matter? The report recommends “implementing increased cleaning and maintenance
protocols to reduce virus transmission.
Building facility staff should frequently
disinfect all high-touch spaces, surfaces,
hardware, furnishings, and classroom
tools, at a minimum, per CDC guidelines.”
While this may sound like it is purely an
operational concern, the reality is that it is
also a design concern.
If the surface materials used in schools
are not easily cleaned, this is a problem since
they could become sites of virus transfer. On
the other hand, if the surfaces can be cleaned
but are not durable enough to handle the
repeated cleaning without fading, wearing,
or otherwise degrading prematurely, this
needs to be addressed as well. Of course,
schools are busy places with a lot of people
and equipment moving daily. This means
the interior finishes can readily get rubbed,
bumped, banged, or even abused and start to
show signs of wear quickly. If these interior
surfaces become physically damaged, they
can become problem spots that are not only
difficult to clean but could also be prime locations for germs and bacteria to collect and
Photos courtesy of Inpro
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Protective wall coverings can be designed into schools using a variety of materials,
finishes, and details that provide durable solutions that are easy to clean and inhibit the
spread of disease.
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Printed wall-protection systems can be used in schools for education programs, social
distancing, wayfinding, or to promote school spirit, all while helping to keep walls clean
and durable.

build up, ready to be transferred to the next
person who touches or brushes by them.
In light of the above considerations, the
addition of durable, cleanable, protective
interior surface treatments has become a
significant consideration. Some of the options and choices are discussed as follows.
Interior Wall Protection
Interior walls are at the forefront of the need
for durability in a school. Corners, edges,
and other aspects of an interior design are
subject to wear and tear from moving people
or equipment. Therefore, adding products
specifically designed to protect these areas is
common and makes sense for many school
situations. The best approach is referred to
as targeted wall protection, where a specific
set of products is used that is designed to
absorb impact and protect the underlying
portion of the wall. By targeting the most
vulnerable areas, protection can be added by
using corner-guard or wall-guard products
specifically where they are needed. These
can include horizontal rails across targeted
sections of the walls as well as vertically
installed corner guards. Since many of these
products can be specified with materials that
are not only durable but also easy to clean,
they help protect the building as well as the
people in them.
Taking the concept of wall protection
further, sheets of rigid wall covering have
been used where large surfaces need to be
made more durable and easier to clean.
Usually produced in sheets or rolls, rigid

vinyl extruded wall cladding comes in several standard thicknesses. For medium-duty
installations, 0.028 is used when flexibility
is needed, such as wrapping a column. A
slightly heavier 0.040 can be used to eliminate re-painting where repeated scuffing
wears through the top layer of drywall.
For heavier-duty locations, 0.060 is used to
protect against gouging of the wall, while
0.080 is used for maximum protection, often
installed on top of cement board or fire-rated
plywood. Most of these products offered in
the United States are Class A fire rated with
many choices of product types, finishes, and
colors to enhance, rather than detract from,
an interior design scheme.
For wall areas that need specialized
protection, there are also some specialized
choices. These include hygienic wall cladding that is ideally suited for kitchen or
laboratory spaces. Coupled with stainlesssteel corner guards and wall base, this
provides a very durable and cleanable
surface that is designed to inhibit growth
of organic substances. There are also solidsurface wall claddings that are nonporous,
long lasting, easily repairable, and available
in many different colors. By working with
manufacturers of wall cladding and targeted protection systems, the best solutions
can be determined for different locations
within schools. Adding this material to
new or existing facilities can not only
enhance interior designs, but it can also
help them stay cleaner and more resistant
to wear over time.

Printed Interior Wall Surfaces
One of the more creative choices for
schools to consider is the use of printed
wall protection. In this case, the protective
covering is clear and backed with a choice
of standard or custom graphics, such as
logos, artwork, mottos, or mascots. This
approach can also be used to help with
wayfinding and demarcation of socialdistancing points along a corridor or other
locations. It has also been used for educational messaging purposes.
Printed wall-protection systems are
commonly made using clear, rigid sheet
plastic with crisp digital imagery printed
on the reverse side. This creates greater
durability since the rigid sheet protects the
image from scratches, dirt, and other hazards, including impacts from backpacks,
utility carts, etc. The clear sheet also allows
the surface to be cleaned regularly without
affecting the graphic image. This durability
can be evidenced according to the ASTM
D4060 Abrasion Resistance test, while stain
resistance and clean-ability can be verified
based on the ASTM D6578 test.
From a design standpoint, the possibilities are virtually unlimited in terms of
the colors and images that can be printed.
Logos, mascots, school mottos, beautiful artwork, or any other type of vibrant
imagery is possible. Ultimately, the beauty
of these systems is that they help create a
design feature that doubles as wall protection that is easy to clean and durable.
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LOCKER ROOM SHOWERS

The AIA report identifies another area
of concern related to transmission risk of
disease, specifically in shared rest rooms
and school locker rooms. Shared locker
rooms and showers have previously been
the focus of concern regarding health and
spread of disease. In these cases, attention
has been placed on different types of bacteria. Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
aureus (MRSA; pronounced “mer-sah”)
is a bacterium of concern here. MRSA is
classed by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) and the medical
profession as one of the deadly “superbugs”
with infections considered extremely serious. There have been outbreaks of this bacterium in a variety of sports locker rooms
that have prompted a number of recommendations for cleaning and disinfecting
them regularly. The recommendations also
include avoiding tile and grout that can be
damaged and harbor bacteria. Instead, the
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use of alternative materials, particularly in
shower areas, has been viewed as an effective way to avoid potential MRSA buildups
and facilitate cleaning.
Shower Stall Design
School gymnasiums with locker rooms
and showers have been common programmatic elements of educational facilities.
For decades, the norm has been to provide
communal or gang showers in schools. The
concept made sense in years gone by since
multiple showering “stations” within a
given space increased efficiency and capacity while reducing mechanical first costs in
new construction. But times have changed.
Recent cultural shifts regarding gender
and privacy have directly influenced
locker room design, causing architects
and designers to think less about large
school locker rooms with ganged fixtures
and more about providing greater privacy
and gender-neutral options. Such creative
solutions can defuse otherwise contentious
situations between students, administrators, the public, and even lawmakers.
One answer for increased privacy in
showering is to use separated shower stalls
or compartments instead of gang shower
arrangements. To be effective, they need to
include not only showering space but also adequate dry-floor changing space that allows
bathers to disrobe and get dressed within the
space. In designs where space may not allow
the combined shower and changing area,
then at the very least, individual showering
spaces that afford privacy should be used.
As noted, selecting the material for the
shower and changing stalls can be important in the health of students. One of the
keys in combatting disease transfer as well
as mold and mildew is to employ nonporous surfaces. Even better are surfaces that
do not promote the growth of bacteria.
With tile and grout, the porous grout is
usually where the first black splotches of
mold start growing. Where grout cracks
or falls out, there is risk of water getting
behind the tile, leading to tiles failing or
moisture seeping into the gypsum board
or other substrate. Cleaning and resealing
tile means more work for maintenance
staff and leaves room for error.
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A preferred alternative is to use solidsurface panels, which are regarded as an
excellent choice as a shower enclosure
material. Since solid surface is nonnutritive, it does not promote the growth of
mold and mildew, and it resists bacterial
growth. From a design perspective, there
are numerous color and pattern options,
and the ¼-inch or ½-inch sheets can be
installed right over existing tile, making them ideal for retrofit/rehabilitation.
S-curve (wavy) edges provide a good seal,
and their fit maintains a flat, flush seam
where the wall may fluctuate. Large-sheet
sizes mean fewer seams where dirt can accumulate, and recessed soap dishes or soap
shelves can be easily incorporated into the
shower surround.
Shower receptors (i.e., shower floor
with drain) can also be made from solid
surface and are available in squares and
rectangles of numerous sizes. Integral
nonskid surfaces help prevent slips and
falls, and accessible edges and ramps can
ease the transition from floor to receptor.
Drain locations can be set to match existing plumbing, and trench drains are also
an option.
From an installation standpoint, solidsurface panels mean quicker turnaround
compared to traditional tile. From start to
cured finish, solid-surface showers can be
ready to use in as little as four to five days.
Traditional tile can take up to 12 days,
including mortar bed prep and curing,
grouting and curing, and finish seal cure.
Similarly, solid-surface receptors can be installed in as little as 1 hour versus a tile pan
that can take up to three days to finish.
Overall, creating shower stalls and
receptors, preferably with private changing
areas, all constructed out of solid-surface
materials will reflect the best current practices in this regard.
CONCLUSION

Implementing the recommendations and
information from the AIA report “Reopening America: Strategies for Safer Schools”
includes a full range of specific items on
which to focus. Incorporating operable
glass walls that can increase access to the
outdoor fresh air or help isolate people

Private shower stalls with private changing
areas, all made out of solid-surface materials, offer safer, healthier alternatives to
gang shower arrangements in schools.

from each other has been shown as a
successful design strategy. Addressing the
HVAC systems with updated cooling and
heating systems as well as energy-recovery
ventilation systems is also a clear strategy.
Paying attention to the ability of surfaces to be easily cleaned in public areas,
including restrooms/locker rooms, while
having the durability to hold up over
time applies to all school facilities. These
approaches and others can be worked
into school designs to create educational
settings that directly address the health
needs of students, teachers, visitors, and
administrators related to viral infections.
Take the quiz at ce.architecturalrecord.com
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